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Abstract. The main engine of a ship is the main consumer of fuels and lubricants, the major producer of energy on 

board ships. The ship has several conditions for navigation, and the main engine and auxiliary machinery does not 

work all the time on the same charge. The operating regime of the engine, propulsion depends on: the type of ship, 

sailing conditions, construction of the hull, propeller type and mode of transmission of energy from the engine to 

the propeller. Current marine engines with compression ignition works on varying regimes of power and speed, 

which entails change the parameters indicated, effective, characterizing the operation mode of the engine. The ship 

must work out the parameters for which it was designed and built, thus satisfying all technical and economic aspects 

of competitiveness. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Propulsion engines operate in different operating 

conditions determined by the technical condition of 

the ship and propulsion plant and external factors that 

have an influence on the operation. 

Marine engine operation is automated and 

controlled by a computer system that adjusts the 

parameters to achieve optimal performance in all 

situations. 

The current marine engines with compression 

ignition regimes operate on variables of power and 

speed which entail the changing parameters indicate, 

effective, that characterize the operating mode of the 

engine. 

2. CASE STUDY 

We must take into account the fact that during a 

voyage the ship has more navigational situations 

and the main engine and auxiliary machinery do not 

always work at the same load. 

In the paper is calculated oil consumption for the 

main engine and auxiliary engines for different 

operating modes. 

The measurements were made on an oil tanker 

equipped with a single propeller. The propulsion of 

the ship is provided by a 6-cylinder MAN B & W 

Diesel Engine.  
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Engine power 9480 [kW], engine speed 127 

[rpm]; ship speed 15,38 [Nd].The ship is equipped 

with three Diesel generators, each of 6 cylinders in 

line 960 kW power, 900 rpm. 

The main engine of a ship is the main fuel 

consumer and the major energy producer on board 

ships. When the ship operates with load, lubrication 

oil consumption per hour of general engine is 

calculated using the equation (1). 
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  (1) 

mUGuMPm ,,,

.
 [kg/h] - oil consumption per hour for 

general engine lubrication; 

UGuMPCS ,,  [kg/kWh] - specific consumption of 

oil to lubricate the engine general; 

mMPeP ,,  [kW] - effective power of the main 

engine (load); 

When the operates ship ballast, oil consumption 

per hour for general lubrication of the engine is 

calculated using the equation (2) 
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bUGuMPm ,,,
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 [kg/h] - oil consumption per hour 

for general lubrication of the engine (ballast); 
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UGuMPCS ,, [kg/kWh] - specific consumption of 

oil to lubricate the engine general; 

bMPeP ,,  [kW] - effective power of the main 

engine (ballast race). 

Determination of oil for lubricating engine 

cylinders - When the ship operates with load, 

lubrication oil consumption per hour of engine 

cylinders is determined by the following equation: 

 3
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 mMPeUCuMP PCSm mUCuMP

   (3) 

mUCuMPm ,,,

.

 [kg/h] - hourly consumption of oil 

for lubricating engine cylinders; 

UCuMPCS ,, [kg/kWh] - specific consumption of 

oil for lubricating engine cylinders; 

Lubrication oil consumption per hour of engine 

cylinders (ballast) is: 
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 bMPeUCuMP PCSm bUCuMP    (4) 

Total consumption of oil for main engine, is 

determined by summing consumption hourly for 

lubricating engine oil and lubrication oil 

consumption per hour of cylinders (for running with 

load). 

Oil consumption for the main engine is: 

 mUCuMPmUGuMPmMPUU mmCO ,,,

.

,,,

.

,,     (5) 

mMPUUCO ,, - - consumption of main engine 

lubrication oil (full load); 
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muMPC ,, - main engine oil consumption (full 

load); 

Similarly we determined the oil consumption of 

the engine for race ballast. 

bMPUUCO ,, - main engine lubrication oil 

consumption (ballast); 
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buMPC ,,  - main engine oil consumption (ballast); 

v,,uMPC  - main engine oil consumption (travel); 

uMACS ,  [g/kWh] - specific oil consumption of 

auxiliary engines; 

uMAm ,

.

 - consumption per hour of oil to 

lubricate auxiliary engines [kg/h]; 

MACU  - consumption of oil for lubricating 

auxiliary engines [kg/race]; 

1,,mMA  - operating time of auxiliary engines 

[h]; 

Table 1 shows the oil consumption for the main 

engine (by voyage): v,,uMPC = 5,872 [tonne/ 

voyage]. 

We calculated the consumption of oil for lubri-

cating auxiliary engines for each situation 

navigation (a. ship's march; b. loading the ship; 

c. manoeuvres through straits; d. stationary with 

loading; e. stationary with unloading). 
 

Table 1 

The consumption of lubrication oil for main engine 

Nr. 

Crt. 
Parameters Notation U.M. Results 

ballast load 

1. Propulsion engine power PMP [kW] 8102,370 8571,644 

2. The number of hours of 

operation of the main engine 

MPC,  [h] 306,667 306,667 

3. Specific oil consumption for general 

engine lubrication 
UGuMPCS ,,  [g/kW h] 0,176 0,176 

4. Specific oil consumption (to lubricate 

the propulsion engine cylinders) 
UCuMPCS ,,  [g/kW h] 1,100 1,100 

5. Hourly oil consumption for 

general lubrication UGuMPm ,,

.
 

[kg/h] 1,283 1,358 

6. Hourly consumption of oil lubrication 

of engine cylinders UCuMPm ,,

.
 

[kg/h] 8,021 8,486 

7. Main engine oil hourly 

consumption uMPm ,

.
 

[kg/h] 9,305 9,844 

8. Oil consumption [to voyage] v,,uMPC  [tonne] 2,853 3,019 
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1, mMAuMAMA mCU         (8) 
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 uMACS ,  = 1 [g/kWh] 

b. 2,,2,,

.

2, mMAuMAMA mCU         (9) 
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3, mMAuMAMA mCU       (10) 
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      (13) 

voiajMACU ,  - consumption of oil for lubricating 

auxiliary engines on travel; 
 

Table 2 

Oil consumption for auxiliary engines in different sailing conditions 

Situations of navigation parameters Units of 

measurement 

Results 

ballast load 

a. 

1,MAP  [kW] 721,92 721,92 

1,,mMA  [h] 306,667 306,667 

1,,

.

uMAm  
[kg/h] 0,722 0,722 

1,MACU  [kg/voyage] 221,389 221,389 

b. 

2,MAP  [kW] 760,32 760,32 

2,,mMA  [h] 10,000 10,000 

2,,

.

uMAm  
[kg/h] 0,760 0,760 

2,MACU  [kg/voyage] 7,603 7,603 

c. 

3,MAP  [kW] 960,000 960,000 

3,,mMA  [h] 7,5 7,5 

3,,

.

uMAm  
[kg/h] 0,960 0,960 

3,MACU  [kg/voyage] 7,2 7,2 

d. 

4,MAP  [kW] 645,120 645,120 

4,,mMA  [h] 9,870 11,000 

4,,

.

uMAm  
[kg/h] 0,645 0,645 

4,MACU  [kg/voyage] 6,367 7,096 

e. 

5,MAP  [kW] 1228,8 1228,8 

5,,mMA  [h] 0 25,870 

5,,

.

uMAm  
[kg/h] 1,229 1,229 

5,MACU  [kg/voyage] 0,000 31,789 

Oil consumption for 

auxiliary engines 
travelMACU ,  [tonne/voyage] 0,243 0,275 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 

The oil consumption for the main engine (by 

voyage): 
v,,uMPC = 5,872 [tonne/voyage]. 

The calculations resulted in oil consumption for 

auxiliary engines: travelMACU , = 0,518 [tonne 

/voyage]. 

The functioning regimes for naval propulsion 

plants are determined by the mechanic 

characteristics of the internal combustion engine, 

functioning, power transmission and the ship. 

Marine engine operation is automated and 

controlled by a computer system that adjusts the 

parameters to achieve optimal performance in all 

situations. 

The vessel must operate at the parameters for 

which it was designed and built, thus satisfying all 

technical and economic aspects. 
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